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Wash U Neighbors Can Offer a Home Plate
For
some
students,
heading off to college and
being completely on their
own for the first time can
be daunting.
Thanks to
the Home Plate program,
some students are enjoying a
little bit of home away from
home.
Home Plate, started by
Risa Zwerling Wrighton,
wife of Chancellor Mark S.
Wrighton, aims to enhance
students’ experiences by
connecting them with host
families from the University
community and surrounding
neighborhoods for homecooked meals and outings
around St. Louis. “Many
students greatly enjoy their
experience at the University,”
Zwerling Wrighton said. “But
I think this program has the
potential to help them love
it here.”
Zwerling Wrighton started
Home Plate six years
ago to help students find

a family environment and
provide them with the little
touches of home they often
miss while they are away at
school. Over 300 students
are currently enjoying the
Home Plate experience with
about 150 families.
Since many students stay
with their families for multiple
years, each year the program
looks for more wonderful
families to host new students
who want to participate. This
is a great way to engage
in the life of the University
and also help students learn
about and gain respect for the
neighborhoods that surround
the University. To learn more
about this program, call 9355040, e-mail Risa Zwerling
Wrighton at homeplate@
wustl.edu and online at
homeplate.wustl.edu. First
meetings usually occur at the
end of September or early
October, so registration by
September 10 is requested.

www.stlouis.missouri.org/skinkerdebaliviere/sd_times
Independent and all volunteer-run since 1970

Don't Miss Rags to Riches, September 12, 2009
A Few Thoughts about National Night Out
by Lana Stein

We’ve all come
to expect a good
band and delicious
food to purchase
on National Night
Out. This year was
no exception. Andy
Cross put together a
great event and the
ribs were absolutely
fantastic.
From Left to right: Collector of Revenue Greg Daly, Andy
But, this year’s
Cross, and the family of Greg Freeman, including sister Cheryl
NNO had a special McKinney, her husband and son, Vincent Flewellen, SDCC
Vice President, and Greg and Elizabeth's son Will Freeman,
purpose. We
Lana Stein, Mayor Francis Slay, Alderwoman Lyda Krewson,
formally dedicated
and SDCC Director Darcell Braylock.
our Four Corners
Park in memory of Greg Freeman, Post-Dispatch columnist and SDCC member
and officer. The event was made quite memorable by the appearance of Greg’s
son Will, who flew in from San Francisco for the event. He spoke very movingly of
his dad. Mayor Francis Slay also attended and spoke of Greg as a very honorable
person. Greg’s sister, Cheryl McKinney, attended as did a number of Greg’s
colleagues from journalism. Robert Joiner, now with Beacon, prepared a video
about Greg and our neighborhood. Andy Cross has carved a beautiful wooden
sign to demarcate the park that will be up very soon. The event was bittersweet
because anyone who knew Greg in the neighborhood is still saddened by his loss.
photo by King Schoenfeld
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video, photographs and interviews
conducted by Jody Sowell, oral
historian. Angie Dietz, Digital
Assets Archivist of the Missouri
and evenly integrated. SkinkerThe new book and DVD from
History Museum, spearheaded
DeBaliviere has not only
the TIMES of SKINKERthe project through the museum's
maintained its diversity, it has
DEBALIVIERE, designed in
outreach to neighborhoods.
actually become more diverse
collaboration with the Missouri
This was a prototype project
over the last 40 years.
History Museum, officially
for MHM, in which the museum
debuted on August 14, 2009.
provided design and production
The book covers the
The preview party at Joe
services while the neighborhood
neighborhood's origins and
Edwards' new Moonrise Hotel
landmarks and profiles prominent provided content (written
drew approximately 150 guests
material, interviews, still and
residents like former Mayor
to the Apollo 11 Room, a
moving images). Vatcha and Weir
Vince Schoemehl, leaders of the
great meeting/banquet room
worked with Dietz and Sowell for
Skinker-DeBaliviere Community
overlooking a revitalized Delmar
more than a year on the project,
Council through the years,
Loop.
which also coordinated
with the 2008
The new book features essays by
Skinker-DeBaliviere
Jo Ann Vatcha about the 70's and
Neighborhood
covers the Skinker-DeBaliviere
Centennial
Neighborhood's rich 100 year
Celebration, garnering
history. It includes excerpts from
many contributions
'The Neighborhood,' about the
of materials,
origins of the area, researched
photographs,
and written in 1973 by Gee
memories and funds
Stuart, Kathy Harleman, and
from current and
Sue Tepas, as well as articles and
former neighborhood
dozens of photographs from the
residents.
40 year archives of THE TIMES
Jo Ann Vatcha and Marj Weir with Dr. Robert
OF SKINKER-DEBALIVIERE,
The Missouri
Archibald, President of the Missouri History
the 'oldest neighborhood
History Museum
Museum.
newspaper in St. Louis.'
plans to continue
institutions like St. Roch's Church, this kind of work with other
According to Vatcha, "the goal
second and third generation
local communities – 'helping
was to recount the volatile early
residents like the community
neighborhoods, individuals,
70's and to celebrate the people
garden's Andy Cross, and many
families, and organizations,
who forged the comeback of
more. Great events like the
capture and celebrate their
this neighborhood by making
annual Mother's Day Art Fair and own individual histories and
an important stand -- AGAINST
House Tour and the venerable
stories. Robert R. Archibald,
blockbusting and white flight
Dinner-Theatre are among the
PhD, President of the Missouri
and FOR diversity." This makes
activities that built camaraderie
History Museum, spoke at the
Skinker-DeBaliviere stand out
among neighbors during this era.
party and stated that, "This is an
among urban success stories.
important book about a special
The book is accompanied by a
According to urban researchers,
neighborhood. The Missouri
DVD, produced by Marjorie Weir
fewer than 5% of American
History Museum has witnessed
neighborhoods are both successful and Jo Ann Vatcha, with original
photo by King Schoenfeld

CELEBRATING SKINKER-DEBALIVIERE:
HISTORY AND COMEBACK

the many changes that this area
has experienced. Telling the story
of this community has significance
for the whole of St. Louis and
beyond. We applaud the efforts
and the accomplishments and are
pleased to be part of this project."
Jo Ann Vatcha and collaborator
Marj Weir thanked the MOHIS
staff, Angie Dietz and Jody
Sowell, and all those who
contributed to this tremendous
effort, with a special thanks to
Joe Edwards for hosting the
party and contributing so much
to the Skinker-DeBaliviere
Neighborhood. Kudos to Chef
Maurice Reed II for the great hors
d'oeuvres and to Jennifer Jones
of the Moonrise staff for the
flawless arrangements.
Book sales at the party were
so brisk, with several neighbors
purchasing multiple copies, that
bookseller extraordinaire Lana
Stein sold out and had to create a
waiting list. An additional order
has been placed and should be
available by the time this issue
of the TIMES is printed. To
order at the current price of
$38.95, contact Marj Weir at
weir.marj@charter.net or Jo Ann
Vatcha at jvatcha@gmail.com.
For information about ordering
online, or to view the complete
index of names mentioned in
the book or DVD, go to http://
centennial.citywestend.org.
The party, and the book and
DVD, have been receiving many
positive comments. And as
Andy Cross said of the party,
“It seemed the whole book was
there!”
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Editor's Notebook
by Lana Stein

The last few weeks have witnessed an incredibly cacophony
concerning proposed national health care. Talk radio and cable TV
have featured little else. Opponents of an expanded federal role
in health care object to the growing size and cost of government.
That objection is legitimate and has accompanied similar expansions
of federal prerogatives. Since its founding, many in our country
have believed that government which governs least governs best.
It is the private sector -- the generator of wealth -- that is revered.
Indeed, our pursuit of capitalism has made possible incredible
accomplishment. But, the unrestrained pursuit of personal wealth
has twice led to significant overreaching that threatened our
financial underpinnings. It was the federal government that saved
the day in the 1930s and in 2008-09. Many may be appalled by
the scope of the recent bailout of banks and automobile companies.
But, without these bailouts there would have been catastrophe.
The market doesn’t always work. The stimulus package was huge
albeit but it has put people back to work and retained positions in
local and state government. It’s Keynesian that’s true, but things
are beginning to pick up.
Health care has a variety of opponents. There are those on
Medicare -- a federal program -- that fear having their benefits
cut. Then there are those who say that don’t want government
coming between them and their doctor. However, if you are
receiving private insurance, the insurance company already does. It
authorizes whether the tests your doctor would like will take place.
It has restrictions, deductibles, and co-payments. And the costs rise
greater than inflation each year. The most pernicious attack on
Obama’s plans for health care come from those who say that “death
panels” will decide who is worthy to go on living. From this comes
those, include Rush, who say Obama’s plan is a Nazi plan and put
swastikas on signs. As the child of parents who lost their parents
and many other relatives in the Holocaust, I say enough, enough.
Learning about living wills is a voluntary enterprise. Many have
such a document today.
What’s behind all this antipathy? It’s ideological and, most of all,
it’s political. Some would love to hand Obama a huge defeat. But,
what of the 46 million uninsured and those afraid to lose or leave
their job because of preexisting conditions. It’s ironic that every
Western country other than the U.S. has a national health program,
although they differ from one another. Will the wealthiest of these
countries continue to opt for an increasingly expensive and not
comprehensive way to deliver health care and will fear continue to
be the principal weapon to utilize against those who want change?
One local group working on this issue is Missourians for Single Payer Health
Care, headquartered at the World Community Center, 438 N. Skinker at Kingsbury.
Call 862-5735 for information on upcoming meeting on September 17 at the Ethical
society.
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Calendar
Skinker DeBaliviere Community Council meets monthly on the
second Monday at 6008 Kingsbury, 7:00 p.m.
Skinker DeBaliviere Housing Corporation meets monthly on the
first Wednesday at 6008 Kingsbury, 6:00 p.m.
September 8: First Day of School, St. Roch, 6052 Waterman. For
a school tour, call 721-2595.
September 8: First Free College Lunch of September, Grace United
Methodist Church, Waterman and Skinker. 863-1992 for more info.
September 11 – October 11, 2009: “Singing the Body Electric”
at the Regional Arts Commission. Three textiles artists exhibit their
insightful perceptions of life, death and the human body with textiles
by Julia Karll, Lindsay Obermeyer and Jennifer Wilkey. Opening
reception: 5:30 – 7:30 p.m. September 11, 2009. 6128 Delmar Blvd
(Free parking in the lot behind The Pageant; metered street parking).
September 12: Rags to Riches and Final 2009 BBQ Concert. For
more information, call SDCC, 862-5122.
September 14-19: all day each day, Free at the Bowood Farm,
Those 70's Plants. Wear an item of 70's garb and get 10% off any
houseplant. It's all part of National Indoor Plant Week (see website
www.nationalindoorplantweek.com ). It's also a nod to those groovy
'70's indoor plants, even macrame plant hangers, that are back in
fashion and updated with a twist at Bowood.
September 18 and 19: Loop on Sale. Information available at the
Loop Hotline, 727-8000 or at visittheloop.com.
October 4: 10th annual St. Roch Golf Classic, Norman K Probstein
course at Forest Park to benefit our parish and school. Registration
begins at noon with a shotgun start at 1 PM. Lunch is complimentary
– golfers please join us for a casual dinner and awards following the
tournament at 6 P.M. For info or to volunteer, please contact Theo or
Denise Washington at denisemildred@gmail.com or Sean or Cristina
McGroarty at mcgroartys@sbcglobal.net
October 17: noon to 7:00 p.m., Gitana Productions will present the
first “St. Louis Festival of World Sacred Music” at the Union Avenue
Christian Church, home of the Union Avenue Opera, at 733 Union
Blvd., St. Louis. For more information, call 721-6556. October
31: Halloween Party, St. Roch Gymnasium, 5:30-6:30, followed
by traditional Trick or Treating on the streets of Skinker-DeBaliviere.
Leave your porch light on to participate, and help parents supervise by
being outdoors!

Second Generation Leaders Pull Their Weight
by Lana Stein

It is a tribute to our neighborhood that many who grew up in Skinker
DeBaliviere choose to live there as adults and raise their families. In the
past few years, a number of these second generation types have become
neighborhood leaders.
Epitomizing this trend are two sisters who were raised on 61xx
Kingsbury. Although she had a nice home she and her husband had
fixed up in South City, in 2001 Rachel Boxdorfer and her family
came back to a larger house
waiting for repair on 60xx
McPherson. To Boxdorfer,
Skinker DeBalilviere was the
greatest place to grow up
and she wanted to raise her
children here. Her sister,
Beth Bender, never left the
neighborhood except while
in college. She’s now on
60xx Kingsbury and has no
desire to leave.
Rachel sits on the Community Council and Beth did as well until
recently. (She served as president of the SDCC in the 1990s.) They
are co-chairs of the Fundraising Committee and are also co-chairs of the
Homecoming, the major 2009 fundraising event. Their commitment is
very strong and they desire many neighbors to attend the Homecoming
on September 26.
Rachel noted that there are other key second generation people on the
Council, including the vice president, Vincent Flewellyn, Dan Hudspeth,
President of Rosedale Neighbors, and William Humphries. Arline Webb
who represents Rosedale has spent her life in the neighborhood. Liz
Johnson is the member for New Cote Brilliante Church of God; she
grew up on Pershing.
Joe Keaveny serves on the council and Andy Cross is Beautification
Chair.; both are members of the Homecoming Committee. In addition,
Christina (Fleener) McGroarty serves on that committee and is clearly
second generation. Three Homecoming sponsors -- Katie Kurtz, Mark
Gorman, Leslie Christenson--are similarly second generation.
Perhaps the highest compliment that can be paid to the neighborhood
is that the next generation either does not move away or moves back
and plays a strong leadership role. We’ll see if their offspring continue
the tradition.
photo by Gretchen Boxdorfer
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News of Neighbors
By Rachel Boxdorfer

Summer is a busy time for so
many of our neighbors, it seems
especially so, for many of our
younger neighbors. Several of
the children in the neighborhood
have kept busy this summer,
many sharing their talents with
others. Parkview resident Michael
Schimmele had a terrific summer
with The Muny. He was in 'Music
Man' at the end of July and
performed with the 48 Muny Kids,
traveling throughout St. Louis
to perform their show at fairs,
nursing homes, church groups,
and schools. He is also in 'Just
Imagine', a group of 16 Muny Kids
who are performing this show year
round. Molly Hart of the 6000
block of McPherson appeared in
the summer production of 'Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat' at COCA. This was
Molly's third summer musical with
COCA.
Joe Grady, 2009 St. Roch
graduate, recently returned from
Massachusetts where his St. Louis
Scott Gallagher U-14 Academy
team advanced to the finals and
placed 2nd in the country in
the United States Youth Soccer
National Championship. Only four
U-14 boys' teams in the United
States, one from each of four
regions, advanced to the National
Soccer Championship. The St.
Louis Scott Gallagher team Joe
plays for won the Missouri Youth
Soccer Association State Cup in
early June. Then they advanced
to the Regional Championship
in South Dakota where they
competed against state champions
from 14 states. Their team won
the Region 2 title to advance to
the National Championship series
in Boston. They advanced to
the national championship game,
but lost 2-0 to California. Joe
and fellow neighborhood resident
and St. Roch graduate Zach

House guests are a big part of
summer news in the neighborhood
as well. Both the Gudiswitz and
Voss families host a Spanish
exchange student every summer,
Claudio Olalla. Among the many
things Claudio enjoyed was a trip
down to the new Citygarden with
Anton and Alvaro Gudiswitz and
Luke Schoemehl. If you have not
made a trip to see the Citygarden,
you should definitely check it out.
It is absolutely spectacular for all
ages!
Skinker DeBaliviere President
Sean Meara and his wife Angie
are plenty busy as summer rolls
to an end. Sean and Angie (and
big sister Olive) welcomed a son,
Van Meara, on August 2nd. Van
weighed in at 11 lbs. 13 oz., 22

Summer kicked off on the 6000 and 6100 blocks of McPherson
with the second annual McPherson block party. The event was held on
Memorial Day weekend and again featured the music of Dick Hereford's
band. The party was so much fun last year when it was done to celebrate
the centennial, that neighbors decided to make it an annual event. There
was plenty of good food, music, volleyball, and kids activities.
Hoffmann will play soccer for St.
Louis University High School in
the fall. Joe is the oldest son of
Jim and Mary Alice Grady.
Many of us spent at least a little
time traveling this summer for our
vacations and weekend getaways.
But some of our neighbors went
farther than the rest of us. Warren
Rosenblum, Nicole Blumner and
their daughters Eve and Vera of
the 6000 block of Westminster
just returned from a visit to
Berlin, Germany. While Warren
researched a book on justice in the
Weimar Republic, Nicole, Eve and
Vera rode the subway to various
creatively-designed playgrounds,
stopping at a few bakeries and ice
cream shops along the way. They
were visited by former neighbor
and babysitter Amelia EinbenderLieber, who was making her way
across Europe on a summer trip.

Warren’s research also took him
to the Czech Republic, where he
photographed documents that
were ably translated by friend and
neighbor Patty Heyda. Patty also
provided excellent Prague travel
tips.
Joe and Beth Hogan of the
6100 block of Kingsbury celebrated
Joe's 40th birthday in Pamplona,
Spain, where Joe decided to mark
his birthday by running with the
bulls on July 7th! Dressed out in
all white with a red kerchief, Joe
arrived at the gate at 6 a.m. to
run, the run was at about 8:30.
It fulfilled a many-year dream of
staying where Hemingway used to
on the square, and running with
the bulls! Joe also able enjoyed
the San Fermin festival for two
more days in Pamplona, before
spending the rest of the week in
Barcelona, where he was able to
see the Tour de France.

A Neighborhood Homecoming – A Celebration Like No Other
Saturday, September 26th at The Pageant
'Homecoming', according to
Webster's Dictionary, a homecoming
is 'a coming or returning to one's
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home. In many schools, colleges,
and universities, an annual
celebration attending by alumni.'
Well - Skinker DeBaliviere
is planning for exactly
that – a celebration of our
home/neighborhood and
an opportunity for people
to return home. Old and
new neighbors, friends
of the neighborhood,
and people who just
love this neighborhood,
will celebrate the Skinker
DeBaliviere Homecoming
on Saturday, September
26th at The Pageant.
The festivities will be a
large party with music
and a mix of generations,

neighbors old and new, celebrating
our unique neighborhood and all
that we love about it. The dress
for the occasion is 'creative formal'
which will be entertaining in itself!
The idea came from a brain
storming session of some neighbors
who were trying to think of a fund
raiser that would be as unique and
enjoyable as Skinker DeBaliviere.
There are already plenty of golf
tournaments and auctions around
town, we needed to find something
different, something fun, something
special. When the idea of a sock
hop came up, it brought back
memories and stories of a Skinker
DeBaliviere 'Prom' that had been
held many years ago. The brain
storming continued and now, our

inches long. Congratulations to
the entire Meara family!
And the Allen family, formerly
of the 6100 block of Westminster
added a girl to their crew! Olivia
Rae Allen was born on July 31st,
7 lbs, 3 oz, 21 inches long. Proud
parents are Jamie and Cari Allen.
Big brothers JD and Tyler are
thrilled to have a baby sister.
Welcome to our new neighbors
on the 6100 block of McPherson,
Gabe and Lenee Bien Willner.
Gabe and Lenee actually met many
of the neighbors at the McPherson
block party, before they had even
continued on p 4

'Homecoming' event has evolved.
Funds raised will help continue
many neighborhood programs
offered throughout the year by the
Skinker DeBaliviere Community
Council. Money will be raised
through ticket sales, and also by
donations made on behalf of the
'Homecoming Court'. ''Want to be
kings and queens' can help raise
money in order to be on the court.
More information will be out soon
and the homecoming committee
plans to be out and about selling
tickets and raising awareness of
the event throughout the summer
months. In the mean time, mark
September 26th on your calendar,
for a very unique Homecoming
celebration!
For more information or to
purchase your tickets, call the
Skinker DeBaliviere Community
Council at 314-862-5122.

What to Wear! What to Wear!
As neighbors get excited about the upcoming Skinker DeBaliviere Homecoming‚ Concert goers at a
recent neighborhood show at Greg Freeman Park at Four Corners were treated to a fashion show,
giving them ideas on 'Creative Formal' attire. The outfits all had their own special twists‚ but you
have to love Julie Schoemehl's hat, declaring "My neighborhood is better than yours!"
The Homecoming is on Saturday, September 26th at The Pageant. Call the SDCC office for ticket
information, 314-862-5122. Another fashion show is planned for the concert on September 12th.
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News of Neighbors, continued:
bought the house. And a sad
farewell to the Hereford family
who have downsized and moved to
the Gaslight Square area, but are
still active with Skinker DeBaliviere.
All of us on McPherson will miss
seeing them every day, but are glad
they are still close by.
St. Roch Alum, and former
Parkview
resident,
Brian
Christopher was ordained a
Jesuit Priest on June 13th. Brian
celebrated mass at St. Roch on
June 21st and there was a lovely
reception following the mass. It
was great to see the Christopher
family and to share such a special
day. Brian was the youngest child
of (the late) Henry and Yvonne
Christopher, who lived on the
6200 block of Pershing.
With great sadness, we have
to report on a dear old neighbor
who passed away. This summer,
Skinker DeBaliviere and St. Roch
lost a very special woman. Betty
Newsham died on June 26th.
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Betty and Bob Newsham were
married for 58 years and lived
a majority of them on the 6100
block of Kingsbury where they
raised their nine children. Betty

was the kind of woman every
neighborhood needs. She was a
dear friend to so many, and kept
an eye on all of us on Kingsbury as
we grew up (sometimes we did not
want her to, but now as a parent,
I'm glad she did!).
Betty always had a friendly
greeting and it's hard to imagine
not running in to her
and sharing a story.
She was a fixture on
her porch swing as we
all grew up and played,
and as an adult, even
my own children would
enjoy visiting with Betty
on her front porch. She
will truly be missed.
Our hearts go out to
Bob and the entire
Newsham family.

Do you have some news to
share? Please send your items to
Rachel Boxdorfer at rboxdorfer@

prudentialalliance.com with the
subject line 'News of Neighbors'.
Thank you!
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alley which had transformed from
an undriveable and unattractive
place into a spot so pleasant that
a wine and cheese party is being
planned there. Alderperson Lyda
Krewson had the area resurfaced
and neighbors Becky Homan and
Deborah Rice cleared debris, set
out planters, and planted flowers
donated by friends and Operation
Brightside.
A fountain made from a watering

Breakfast Garden Tour
By Andy Cross

Participants in this year's
Breakfast Garden Tour experienced
neighbors working together, using
recycled materials, and keeping
their yards eco-friendly. The tour
took place on the 6000 blocks of
Kingsbury and Waterman.
Bill Christman's garden pays
homage to things declared obsolete
or no longer useful, which he
believes should be re-examined
and perhaps re-used. Sculptures,
creative seating areas, retaining
walls built of various materials,
things to climb and discover, are
serenaded by the melody of a
waterfall which resembles an oldtime gold-panner's sluice. The
waterfall is run by an industrial
cast-off sump-pump, which delivers
water into several pools, under
bridges, and into a found-object
sculpture garden. When neighbor
Gary Bierman (Breakfast Garden
Tour '05) built the Nina Place
Townhomes, he gave Bill the
displaced soil for a hill in the center
of the sculpture garden.
The hill is home to the 'whirligig'
or merry-go-round that long-time
neighbor Bob Newsham built
and featured on B.G.Tour '03.
When Bill turned his studio into
a neighborhood gathering place,
the famous 'Joe's Cafe,' he built a
new studio out of bits and pieces

Bill Christman in his garden.

he salvaged, leaving the framework
of the structure visible to be
appreciated by viewers who can
also see old and new projects inside.
Ferns, impatiens, roses, decorative
grasses, and other plants offer a
touch of class to the naturally

occurring volunteers.
Jon and Shelly Parker's backyard
extends into the alley with no back
fence. This gives them a more
spacious yard and helps them keep
in touch with their neighbors and
anyone passing by. Their gardens
are designed "like a series of outdoor
rooms," says Shelly, with
micro-climates for different
needs of plants and
herbs. A closer inspection
reveals little treasures
like river stones, pieces
of architecture, castings
with marbles and shells,
and even a trellis made of
security bars, which now
supports a grapevine.
Chris Moritz started 100
Lombardy pine trees in his
yard, which he relocated
as they grew, . Trees and
shrubs are planted with
precision like players on
a chessboard, broken up
by experimental gardens
where Chris examines what The Parkers' garden.
happens with grains sold as
can found in the alley is just one
food, not intended for growing.
Harry Schmink (B.G.Tour '05) of many clever ideas in Alex
lost a large redbud tree, and had to and Becky Homan's yard. Their
find a new home for his collection of collection is comfortably packed
impressive hostas, so he contacted with interesting and gorgeous
the beautification committee of specimens, but the most impressive
Skinker DeBaliviere. We gave is an unsuspecting ostrich fern
some of the hostas to with far-reaching effects. Not only
Gateway Greening for has she transplanted the fern to
their Great Perennial neighbor's gardens, "Those ferns
Divide and those got me interested in gardening,"
hostas now reside in says Becky, former gardening editor
community gardens of the St. Louis Post- Dispatch.
Becky joined the Master
throughout St. Louis.
Gardener's
Program at the
Many of the other
University
of
Missouri Extension
hostas found homes
in
conjunction
with the Missouri
in the tour gardens of
Botanical
Garden
in 1998. Now
Deborah Rice, Ellen
Becky
is
the
event
planner for
Blau, Faith Sandler,
nearby
Bowood
Farms
Nursery in
The
McPherson
the
West
End.
To
top
it off, she
Community garden,
has
recently
published
a
book: The
the 'alley garden',
Missouri
Gardeners
Companion.
and Becky Homan's
Ellen Blau's lush collection of
garden.
roses
is tastefully interspersed with
Rex and Deborah
blue
and
sepia ceramic planters and
Rice's yard is a
a
variety
of blue flowers. They can
year-round outdoor
be
taken
in from her multi-leveled
dining/living room/
deck,
which
she recently resurfaced
reading area, with a
with
ecologically
sound recycled
pergola that supports
lumber
that
will
last
a lifetime.
clematis.
The
Warren
Rosenblum
and Nicole
deciduous vines grow
Blumner
broke
up
a
large
patio
shade as the summer
and
softened
their
yard
with
cooler
gets warmer, then
they drop their leaves surfaces like grass and pine bark
and allow the sunlight for the children to play on. They
in the winter. Deborah grows a increased the planting areas, and
series of herbs, which progress built a two-level deck to step down
into a native plant collection that into the yard to soak it in rather
surrounds a Chapungunu sculpture than tower over it. Alongside the
house they created an eco-center:
overlooking a waterfall.
After leaving the Rice's yard, a clothes line dries clothes with
tour goers enjoyed a section of no energy/no carbon footprint/no

I live in the city,
I sell the city,
I love the city!

Rachel Boxdorfer
Multi-Million Dollar Club
St. Louis Association of Realtors
Four Time Winner of St. Louis Magazine Five Star
Real Estate Agent Best In Client Satisfaction Award
(2006, 2007, 2008, & 2009)

Office: (314) 977-7600
Voice Mail: (314) 419-8989

399 N. Euclid
St. Louis, MO 63108

314 367-6731
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cost and it makes laundry dry fresh
and smell great. Nearby is a mulch
cage, and after that is a compost
bin. A rain barrel – available to you
from M.S.D. – catches the best
product you can give your plant,
while taking the burden off our
sewer systems.
For a new twist, tour goers
entered Michael Hollihan and
Faith Sandler's backyard by going
through the house, which appears
to be bigger on the inside
than it is on the outside!
Award-winning architect
and former resident of
Skinker DeBaliviere, George
Johannes designed an
addition which draws people
to the back room, where
the indoors and outdoors
connect. George kept
the design within historic
district guidelines, and built
an eco-friendly/responsible
structure with eight-foot
glass doors, which allow you
to be inside and outside in
any kind of weather. Michael
designed the wood fence,
inspired by a balcony on
Frank Lloyd Wright's Dana
Thomas house, to give a little
privacy while letting light and air
flow through. The fence was so
popular Michael built two more of
them in Becky Hohman and Ellen
Blau's yards.
All of the lumber
from Michael and Faith's old deck
(before the addition was built)
was recycled into other decks and
projects. Some of the lumber was
given to the S.D. Beautification
committee, which was used to
make the planter on the barricade
at Kingsbury and Rosedale.
Barry and Caroline Leibman
have a peaceful, shady yard that
was designed by George Johannes
when he lived there. They have
added some shade plants, borders,
and a marble and stone tile
pathway. While keeping the design
that George created, they work
with nature to keep their yard
with a simple Asian aesthetic. Tall
shade trees outside the yard protect
smaller Japanese maples, redbuds,
and roses-of-sharon, to make a
quiet peaceful haven where statues
of the Buddha and Kwan-Yin are
at home.
Sharing of knowledge, materials,
talents, and good neighbor attitudes
made this tour a success. Thanks to
all the gardeners, volunteers, and
all who attended.
photo by Andy Cross
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Alderman Lyda
Krewson
367-9765
lyda.krewson@pgav.com
Our 28th Ward organization
welcomes everyone to attend
our regular meetings held at
John’s Town Hall,
665 South Skinker, 7:30
p.m. the third Thursday
evening of most months.
The next meeting will be
held September 17. For
up-to-date information on
programs and other news of
politics, go to the 28th Ward
website: http://ward28.
citywestend.org/index.html.

Skinker-D Gastronomy

Soon-to-be empty nesters serve up grilled portabello burgers
by Ligaya Figueras

cheese and silky lime green
Hitch and Mary Powell
avocado sandwiched between
(61XX
Westminster)
a freshly toasted bun – this
have been married long
dish is dripping with flavor and
enough to figure out their
exploding with color.
respective roles in the
"You will want to buy the
kitchen. "We complement
largest portabello mushrooms
each other. I am the
that you can find as they do
experimenter; Mary is
shrink a little as they grill,"
the master of execution."
Hitch advised, adding, "This is
said Hitch, who grew
very sloppy to eat so bring lots
up in a family of cooks,
of napkins."
while Mary taught herself
Sweet potato fries and a
later in life.
side of tzaziki, a tangy Greek
The couple has lived
condiment made with plain
in Skinker-DeBaliviere
yogurt or sour cream, are the
since 1981, raising two
side dishes that the epicurean
sons, Phil and Greg.
couple serves alongside the
With Phil (age 21) now
burgers.
in his last year at Truman
Not only are the burgers
State where he majors in
easy to prepare, but they can
biology and Spanish, and
be prepped in advance and
Greg (age 17) soon to
assembled at the last minute.
begin his senior year at
Serving is simple – no utensils
SLUH, the Powell parents
required, making it fantastic
are finding themselves as
outdoor fare. In fact, the
soon-to-be empty nesters
screened-in back porch –
with Hitch taking over
Hitch Powell prepares grilled portabello burgers
complete with colorful string
kitchen duties.
during the summer.
lights – exactly where the
One of Hitch's summer
favorites is a grilled portabello burger. The recipe is an Powells love to eat their grilled delight during the
adaptation of one that Hitch, a confessed NPR and summer. Gourmet dining al fresco, a glass of wine in
PBS junkie, saw featured on PBS. A meaty portabello hand – the soon-to-be empty nester life doesn't sound
topped with roasted red pepper, creamy white goat too bad!
photo by King Schoenfeld

- 28th Ward Regular Democrats -
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Grilled portabello burgers with roasted
red pepper and avocado
Courtesy of Hitch Powell • Serves 4

4 cloves garlic, minced
1/2 cup red wine
1/4 cup brown sugar
1/4 cup soy sauce
4 large portabello mushrooms
2 large red bell peppers
4 oz. goat cheese or 6 oz. Brie (rind removed),
divided
1 ripe avocado, sliced
4 seeded hamburger buns
Lightly saute garlic and set aside. In
a medium-size bowl, mix together red
wine, brown sugar, soy sauce and garlic to
create a marinade and set aside.
Remove stem from mushrooms and
sear portabellos (top side down) on
barbecue grill for about 3 minutes, just
enough to get good grill marks. (Do not
cook through.) Remove from heat, place
each mushroom in a large sandwich bag
with equal parts of the marinade and let

Landscaping Beautifies Curb Cut
A recent neighborhood initiative provided
new landscaping for the curb cut at Kingsbury
and Rosedale. This project of the Streets
Department has been “in progress” for some
time.
The addition of landscaping to the so-called
Kingsbury Memorial curb cut will certainly
improve the value of surrounding homes,
according to nearby neighbors and real estate
agents.
Legend has it that the curb project was
originally begun to accommodate Civil War
Colonel J.R. Kingsbury during his last years
here. Sources close to the City Streets
Department, however, dispute this story.
They assured the Times that the curb cut
was begun no earlier than either the war in
Iraq under President George W. Bush or the
war in Afghanistan under President George
H. W. Bush.
(Misinformation for this story provided by Times
photographer King Schoenfeld.)

stand for at least 1 hour at room temperature.
Char whole red peppers thoroughly on the grill
over high heat. Remove from fire, place in paper bag
and let stand for 15 minutes. Remove peppers from
bag and carefully peel off skin with fingers and knife.
Cut each pepper in half lengthwise and set aside.
Lightly toast hamburger buns.
To assemble: Lightly dip the cut side of the bottom
bun into marinade. Place portabello on bottom half
of bun, place one of the red bell pepper halves flat
on top of mushroom. Next, divide goat cheese or
Brie into 4 equal servings and arrange a serving of
cheese on top of pepper. Repeat with remaining
burgers. Place all 4 assembled burgers under broiler
until cheese is softened. Remove from broiler. For
each burger, place a few avocado slices on top of
cheese. Spread 1 tablespoon of sauce (See note.) on
the underside of the top half of each bun or lightly
dip bun into marinade. Place the bun on top of each
burger and serve.
Note: Suggested sauces include: Dijon mayo (equal parts
Dijon mustard and mayonnaise), tzaziki or Thousand Island
dressing. Tzaziki can be found at Middle Eastern and specialty
food stores. Prepared roasted red peppers are also available
at most grocery stores.
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Exploring “Ethnic Profiling:
A Challenge to Democracy”
Washington
University’s
Center for the Study of Ethics
and Human Values, working with
faculty, students, and professionals
in multiple disciplines -- has
organized a semester-long series
of lectures, debates, workshops,
performances, films, and an art
exhibition that will focus on the
ethical issues of ethnic profiling in
the United States. The first event
will be on September 10, 11:30
a.m., at the University City Public
Library, where a Community Book
Discussion will be conducted by
Dean Henry Biggs, with author
Julie Otsuka, on her book, When
the Emperor was Divine.
An art exhibit at the Kemper
Art Museum will be held from
September 18, 2009-January 4,
2010. Entitled “A Challenge to

Democracy: Ethnic Profiling of
Japanese Americans During World
War II,” the exhibit draws from
original documentary photographs
by Ansel Adams and paintings
by Chiura Obata to explore the
various visual representations of the
Japanese American internment. A
special exhibition event will be
held on Friday, October 2. The
Washington University student
newspaper, Student Life, is
reporting that the Center for the
Study of Ethics and Human Values
will be closed after the spring,
2010, semester, due to budget
constraints, making these events
probably their final ones.
More details about these and
Other events are listed on the
university
website,
http://
humanvalues.wustl.edu.

Skinker DeBaliviere Community Council
Board of Directors Meeting, June 8, 2009
ATTENDANCE
Board Members Present: Joe Keaveny,
Gene Hoefel, Bob Mahon, Sean Meara,
Arline Webb, Mike Taylor, Cheryl Adelstein,
Karin Hagiman, Vincent Flewellen,
Nicole Blumner, Rachel Boxdorfer, Liz
Johnson. Staff Present: Bethany Everett
– SDCC, Darcell Braylock – SDCC
Executive Director, Gary Boehnke – SDHC
Executive Director,Alderpersons: Lyda
Krewson, 28th Ward Alderman, NSO's:
Les Mason, 28th Ward. Other Guests/
Visitors: Gale Fitzpatrick, Westminster
Place, Mary Powell, Westminster Place,
Nancy Thompson, Great Rivers Greenway,
Nancy Jones, Grace United Methodist
Church. Board Members Not Present: Dan
Hudspeth, Duana Thomas
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
* Meeting called to order by President Sean
Meara at 7:08 p.m.
* President Sean Meara welcomed
everyone.
New Business - It was agreed that there
would be no board meetings in July and
August.
St. Vincent Greenway – Nancy Thompson,
The Great Rivers Greenway District, made
a presentation regarding the expansion
of Great Rivers Greenway District, in
particular the St. Vincent Greenway which
will extend from the airport area, south
through UMSL and St. Vincent Park,
Pagedale, Wellston, and the City to Forest
Park. There will be a public meeting on the
subject, Monday, June 15 at 6 pm at West
End Mount Carmel Community Outreach
Center (5935 Horton Place). This will be
the first opportunity to show the public
drawings to redesign Etzel Avenue, Porter
Park, and DeBaliviere Avenue. Sean asked
about the median on DeBaliviere, Nancy
responded that the median will be removed
for the trolley.
Minutes – Joe made a motion to accept the
minutes, Bob seconded the motion.
Financials – Attached budget is incorrect.
Mike went over the revised budget changes
– still ironing out the details. Subtotals need
to be separated out, so that some of the
fundraising revenues are not included in the
budgeted totals. Cheryl asked that board
members receive up to date financials for
July and August, even though there will not
be board meetings. Joe also requested a
balance sheet.
Aldermanic Update – 28th Ward Alderman
Lyda Krewson stated that she had a
meeting with a resident from Parkview
regarding the turn signal at Skinker
and Waterman, a red-light camera was
requested at the stop light. She also
discussed the closure of the Big Bend

Bridge, and its effect. Bob asked about a
sign stating that there are two turn lanes
going north on Skinker onto FOREST
PARK PARKWAY, Lyda said that she has
previously made the request without result.
Nicole asked if there was any way Metro
riders could ride the Trolley on the same
fare. Lyda believed it would be unlikely at
best.
Executive Director's Report – Darcell gave
an update regarding the Delmar Express
Market, the circuit court upheld the
decision to revoke the liquor license, the
business has moved to a new location in
the city. She hasn't heard anymore from
the Point of Change Ministry regarding
the 6000 Westminster location. Also, Des
Peres Big Picture School will be closing
at the end of the school year. Joe was
interested in who had asked about the
building. Darcell replied that Herbert
Hoover Boys and Girls Club showed some
curiosity in the property as well as other
individuals. Also, Darcell stated that she
had been asked about putting a sign up at
the playground expressing an age limit for
the equipment. Rachel mentioned that it
might make it more enforceable for parents
at the playground to point to the sign and
state to the older children shouldn't be on
the equipment. Darcell will check with the
parks dpt. and get back to the board.
Committee Reports –
i. NNO – Dedication of Four Corners Park
to Greg Freeman Park, Andy has a sign
already made. NNO will take place Tuesday,
August 4th.
ii.
iii. Dog Show – This Tuesday, June 9th, will
be the fifth annual Skinker DeBaliviere Dog
Show, put on by Sarah Cross and family.
Bring out your four-legged friends & family
members.
iv. Breakfast Garden Tour – The 11th
Annual Breakfast Garden Tour was this past
Saturday, June 6th, it was a great success!
This year's tour featured a lot of ecofriendly, recycled materials; Bill Christman's
garden was on the tour as well as reclaimed
alleys with green spaces. Also, Andy
created a book for the kids with a green
theme.
Fundraising Committee –
v. Brick Campaign: Still waiting on seed
money for materials.
vi. Dine Out for Skinker DeBaliviere:
Vincent reported that he and Darcell had
hit the majority of restaurants on the Loop,
and had received mixed responses; a lot
of interest, but with the current economic
situation some restaurants may not be
capable of participating.
vii. Homecoming: Had hoped to have the
Save-the-Date postcards at this meeting,
will distribute them as soon as available.

124 North Gay Avenue
Clayton, Missouri 63105
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Delmar Doggie Design
by Norbert Hart

Christina Lorton has been in business about a year with her latest dog
grooming operation. Ms. Lorton has been dog grooming for 15 years
and been in the industry for 25 years. She is an ICSS member and
has worked with show dogs.
Delmar Doggie
Design's services
include a bath,
hair cut, brushing
& grooming, blow
drying, nails and
other trimming as
needed. Viewing
windows are
available for
owners. Hours are
7- 5 Ts/F and 7-4
Saturday. Special
appointments can
be made for special
needs, like senior
dogs who may need
to be alone. She
also grooms cats,
rabbits, ferrets, &
guinea pigs.

Delmar Doggie Design
5860 Delmar
454-WOOF (9663)

photo by King Schoenfeld
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Christina has located here because she considers our area to be dog
friendly. There is also a tendency for dogs in this part of town to be
more posh such that she saw a need for this level of pet care in our
vicinity. She hopes to become a pet care resource and assist with
the Des Peres dog park efforts. Collaboration takes place with Kristen
Green of All Critter Care Pet Sitting, who appears to be well known in
the West End.
The future looks promising as she in the process of hiring additional
help and hopes to begin some retail operations (leashes, collars, flea
control products, etc.). Obedience and other training classes should be
in the offing as well.

Rachel brought along a mark up of the
poster, and discussed possibilities for
further promotion.
Washington University – The new building,
Braeur Hall, is coming along nicely and
should be finished in a year. The Corner
Building should start leasing apartments in
August. Wash U is sponsoring a lion for
University City's Lion Celebration.
SDHC – The property at 5944 DeGiverville
is for sale, there was an open house last
Sunday. Mary Powell asked about the
burnt-up house at 5859 DeGiverville, Gary
has been looking into it.
Adjournment – Arline made motion for
adjournment, Rachel seconded it, 8:13 p.m.

VOICE MAIL 721-5600 x115
karleenhoerr@aol.com
Fax 721-3678

Katie Kurtz
Broker-Salesperson
Life Member Million Dollar Club

KARLEEN
HOERR
L M
M
D
C
IFE

314 725-5100 Office
314 721-5006 Fax
314 721-1777 x 454 VM

EMBER

ILLION

OLAR LUB

MEMBER MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR CLUB
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Congratulations to Jo Ann Vatcha and Marj Weir on the publication
of Celebrating Skinker-DeBaliviere; History and Comeback. It is a
beautiful book that shares the colorful and interesting history of our
unique neighborhood and the people in it. They did a lot of work to
put this together and have worked hard on capturing oral histories from
many neighbors as well. We are all very fortunate for the work they
have done. And their book signing party at the Moonrise on August
14th brought back many, many old neighbors as well as many current
neighbors, all eager to get their personal copy of the book.

photos by Dina Vatcha

Karen Lynch, Toni Thomas, and Judy Townsend

photo by King Schoenfeld

- Rachel Boxdorfer

The authors will also be selling
and signing books from 11 - 1 on
Rags to Riches day, September 12,
2009, at Four Corners Park.
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Dee Joyce Hays
and Nancy Farmer

Vatcha and Weir thanked Angie Dietz and Jody Sowell of the Missouri
History Museum.

Book Party,
August 14, 2009

The Lakes with
Vince Schoemehl

Norb Hart and Joe Edwards

Dina Vatcha and
Chanaya Jacobs
Karleen Hoerr and newlyweds
Kelly and Tim Schoemehl

NCHAMP Financing Available! -

Jill & Dan McGuire
with King Schoenfeld

National City Housing Affordable
Mortgage Program - 30 year fixed rate
@ 1.5% below the prevailing rate
(Piggy Back Fannie Mae Guidelines)

Bethany Everett, Olive
Meara, and Lana Stein

Welcome to McPherson Place!
Will Jacobs

Beautiful new construction in SkinkerDeBaliviere! 2,200 square feet of magnificent
living! Three bedrooms, 2.5 baths, detached
garage, granite counter tops, hardwood floors,
and stainless appliances. Quality Construction
with Green Features available including;
Geo Therm HVAC, 7.4 GPM Gas Tankless Hot Water Heater, 2” x 6” Exterior Walls, 2
Part Foam Insulation in Wall & Ceiling.

New Construction Starting at $385,000.

#29 The Boulevard • St. Louis, MO 63117 • 314-862-7500
Don Posegate
314-504-4487

Herb Mullins
314-706-4692

